ANTHONY   EDEN
with a quotation from Sir Austen Chamberlain to the effect
that friendship between the U.S.S.R. and Great Britain was
essential for the preservation of peace and he invoked the
plan for collective action outlined in London on February the
3rd.
Eden's reply was cordial and confident. With the usual
reservation that the visit was exploratory and not executive,
he affirmed that British policy was based on the League, that
the essence of the League was its universal influence and that
accordingly Russia's adherence to it was a great gain to the
League. Peace was everyone's objective. The next day
Anthony Eden was taken into the recesses of the Kremlin to
meet Joseph Stalin. There were present in addition to Stalin
and Eden, Krestinsky, Maisky, Molotov, and Litvinov who
acted as interpreter, Lord Chilston, British Ambassador in
Mo-scow, and Strang of the Foreign Office, who took down
what was said during the whole of Eden's tour in what is
reputed to be the fastest of all longhands. The papers noted
that the visitors were deeply impressed by Stalin's knowledge
of world's affairs.
Reed gives a running commentary of the gist of the con-
versation. It was a case of -where journalists are strictly with-
out information but know exactly what happened through
the friend of a friend. He describes how that night while
Lord and Lady Chilston sat talking before the fire in the big
drawing-room of the Embassy, Eden with Lord Cranborne
his faithful satellite always, and Hankey (son of the
omniscient Sir Maurice) received the journalists in a little
room with chintz coloured sofas and chairs. Reed at once
admitted that he could not ask Eden to tell them what Stalin
had said, but he offered to supply Eden with a version that
had seeped through the privacy of the Kremlin. c That is fair
enough,* was Eden's comment, ' go ahead.' Reed then goes
on to describe the topics that were raised. First Stalin asked
Eden if he thought die danger of war greater or less than in
1914. Eden replied less; but Stalin developed his reasons for
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